
creative.spaceIntuitive Custom Software 

Elevate your creative workflow with creative.space, an innovative platform that offers on-premise managed storage and 
integrated server software. Our cost-effective and efficient solution eliminates the constraints of purchasing hardware 

and managing multiple software subscriptions. Engineered to simplify your creative process, our comprehensive platform 
seamlessly unifies collaboration, file transfer, storage, and media asset management into a single, streamlined workflow. 

Experience the advantages of creative.space 3.0 and unlock the full potential of your creative projects

To learn more email sales@digitalglue.com or call 888.519.2021

UNLOCK YOUR CREATIVE POTENTIAL 
WITH CREATIVE.SPACE 3.0

LATEST FEATURES FOR 2023

Enhanced Metadata and Thumbnails
Metadata and thumbnail generation of hundreds of file 

types. Added support for ARRI, BRAW, 
and RED video files

Multi-device Ingest
Directly ingest folders and files from attached 

USB drives, SMB, FTP, and specific devices such 
as RED Cameras and Blackmagic Hyperdecks

Share Links and Thumbnails
Click to clipboard shareable links for use in 

emails and messaging applications

HTML5 Streaming Server
Built-in server and player that will stream 

HTML5-compliant files. Support for 
360-degree recorded videos

High-speed Binary Data Transfer
Support for multi-terabyte folder and file 

upload and download

Launch on Desktop
Onsite or remote, with a single click on the web app, 

automatically mount and open files 
with their default application

Libraries and Tagging
Free-form tags are organized by spaces, sections, 

and groups. New Client user type to limit them only to 
access Library pages

Server-side Zip Support
Directly on the server, List, Zip, and Unzip 

folders and files

Added Security
SSL certificate encrypted and secured web app. 

Monitor desktop-connected users



creative.spaceIntuitive Custom Software 

creative.space provides production team with features you can’t and shouldn’t have to live without. Having a central hub 
for your data to make it easier for you and your team to navigate, collaborate, and participate in the creative process. 

The software included with every creative.space system makes everyday tasks quick and intuitive so that you can spend 
less time managing storage and time focusing on being creative. 

Desktop App

Folder Structure Templates

Play-on-Desktop

Remote Access via VPN Access Control

Snapshots

USB Ingest

Monitoring and Alerts

Full-Featured Spaces File Manager

Automated mounting to multiple storage servers, 
spaces, and folders

Apply templates to create folders and files with 
access permissions and custom variables 

Create a playlist and automatically play many 
different video file formats on your desktop 

VLC player

Easily configure and authorize devices for 
point-to-point 256-bit encrypted connections

Manage users, groups, and roles to control and 
monitor access to your data

Schedule instant read-only copies of your data to 
restore deleted or encrypted ransomware files.

Attach an external drive or camera card to copy files 
to the storage internally and free up workstation and 

network resources  

Over 2500 metrics are captured every few seconds to 
trigger pre-built alarms and notifications

Search, browse, preview, play, discover, copy, move, 
sync, and share files directly on the storage 

To learn more email sales@digitalglue.com or call 888.519.2021

INNOVATION THROUGH SIMPLIFICATION 



SIMPLIFY YOUR STORAGE EXPERIENCE
RE-IMAGINE STORAGE AS A POWERFUL PLATFORM

PCle 4.0/HDD/SDD/NVMe HYBRID HDD/SDD Scale Out HDDHigh-Performance HDD All Flash NVMe

CHOOSE FROM FIVE NEXT-GENERATION NAS SOLUTIONS

ALL-INCLUSIVE OPEX SERVICE BENEFITS:

CENTRALIZE MEDIA AND ACCESS

SAVE TIME AND MONEY

ELIMINATE STORAGE-RELATED STRESS

MORE CREATIVE TIME AND SPACE

SCALE FROM 48 TB TO MULTIPLE PBS

POWERFUL DATA PROTECTION 
AND RECOVERY
Nothing is worse than losing your work. Storage is only as 
valuable as the data stored on it. That’s why creative.space 
is built to ensure data integrity.

Protection: Every block of data is verified with a
checksum which is used for self-healing of bit-rot

Recovery: Recover deleted or modified files through 
Snapshots and our simplified Snapshot Browser

Simplicity: Create and delete Snapshots with 
scheduling and expiration dates

PROACTIVE SUPPORT 
AND MANAGEMENT
If you have to think about storage, it’s usually because you 
have a problem. As a systems integrator, we were the ones 
that customers called when things went wrong. Now, our 
support team reaches out to you, proactively, thanks to an 
army of built-in alarms that are triggered by over 2000 
metrics captured every second.

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
ON-PREMISE MANAGED STORAGE:

Intuitive Custom Software 

HARDWARE    SOFTWARE     SUPPORT

ONE BOX LETS YOU CONNECT, COLLABORATE, AND CREATE FROM ANYWHERE
The creative.space platform re-imagines storage from the ground up to simplify the storage experience for content creators 
and video teams.  Simply mount shared spaces to your desktop over local and remote networks. Edit video in real-time over the 
internet with optimized proxies and then transfer source files overnight with VPN-enabled UDP acceleration. The creative.space 
platform combines on-premise and cloud storage features into a line-up of turnkey servers. We call it “Fog”. 




